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Acronyms
AI

Artificial intelligence

APEC

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

B2B

Business to business

BCRs

Binding Corporate Rules

CAD

Computer-aided design and

CAM

Computer-aided manufacturing

CPS

Cyber-physical system

CPPS

Cyber-physical production system

EMS

Electronics manufacturing services

ERP

Enterprise resource planning

EU

European Union

FAIR

Findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable

GDPR

General data protection regulation

GVC

Global value chain

IADB

Inter-American Development Bank

ICT

Information and communication technologies

INAI

Instituto Nacional de Transparencia, Acceso a la Información y Protección de Datos
Personales

JIT

Just in time

KPI

Key performance indicators

M2M

Machine-to-machine communication

MES

Manufacturing execution systems

OAS

Organization of American States

OEM

Original equipment manufacturer

OT

Operational technology

PCB

Printed circuit board

PCBA

Printed circuit board assembly

PLM

Product lifecycle management

R&D

Research and development

SCCs

Standard contractual clauses

SMEs

Small and medium-sized enterprises

TFP

Total factor productivity

UMSCA

United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement

WEF

World Economic Forum
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Data are inextricably linked to digital transformation and GVCs. For a GVC to function, vast
quantities of digitized and digitally created data must be moved, typically across borders, since both the
Internet and GVCs are transnational. Data can be moved and harvested throughout the whole product
cycle in a GVC, starting with R&D, raw material production, supply of intermediate goods and services,
final production and assembly, post-sales, and live development. This has been exacerbated even more
by the process of servicification, which has bundled together goods and services in the sense that they
both greatly rely on data and data transfers to be produced and consumed. Consequently, data and
data transfers have become the main vein of GVCs. Embracing these changes is about staying
competitive.
Cross-border data flows are part of GVCs because they facilitate the movement of goods, services,
people, and finance. For instance, emerging
technologies such as blockchain rely on global data
flows to enable firms to track the flow of
This report uses the GVC data framework to provide
intermediate or finished products, customs
scoping review and analysis of Mexico's current
documentation, certifications, or electronic
position and potential for using and harvesting GVC
data in the automotive and electronics sectors.
payments as they move along the GVC. Automated
decision-making, facilitated by AI and machine
By conducting the study on GVCs data, we hope to
learning, relies on collecting and analyzing data
broaden the understanding of the importance of
that may originate from multiple countries involved
data transfers for GVCs, production, and trade,
in a GVC.
Global data flows have enabled the rise of the
so-called "supply chain 4.0", where data flows
are integrated and multidirectional instead of
linear. Integrated information flows enabled by
supply chain 4.0 enhance productivity, facilitate
communications, coordinate logistics, and expand
employment opportunities.
Future-focused manufacturers have started
extracting more value from the data they collect,
analyze, and share across their supply networks.
Some organizations have begun exploring the
prospects of using robots, drones, and advanced
image recognition to make GVC interactions more
efficient, effective, and safe.

underlining that data are critical to all companies
and not only to the so-called "high-tech companies."
Data protection, sharing, and security are also
central to manufacturers in the automotive and
electronics sectors.
This report will review how datafication, data
protection, sharing, and security impact Mexico's
automotive and electronics industry. This
information is analyzed from a global perspective
and the viewpoint of Mexico to provide a holistic
picture of the situation when identifying trajectories
for entry, growth, and upgrading along GVCs that
rely on datafication and digital transformation. It will
also offer recommendations for regulators and
policymakers on how to facilitate successful GVCs'
data functioning and guidance for businesses on
how to harvest data for growth and digital
transformation.

Policies that impede cross-border data flows
(e.g., data localization and restrictions on crossborder data transfers) may decrease efficiency
and reduce other GVC benefits. Regulation
restricting the movement of data across borders
can become a burden for manufacturing companies. Too restrictive legislation can cause two types of
effects on GVCs:
•
•

Changes in the GVC setup. GVC setup involves issues like how companies set up their
production processes, where different functions are located, and who carries out a specific task.
Less optimal functioning of the GVC. This is about increased costs, delays, and the inability to
use different functions within the GVC.

Mexico's data protection laws that regulate cross-border transfers are not overly restrictive. The
Private Data Protection Law requires that any international data transfer be evidenced by an agreement
or any other document where the third party assumes the same level of data protection obligations
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undertaken by the data controller and the conditions for processing, as consented to by the data subject.
International data transfers do not require the approval of the INAI or any other Mexican regulatory
agency to be completed, and there is no need to submit standard contractual clauses or comparable
instruments to any regulatory agency.
Up until recently, data management and data monetization have not been the core competencies
of the automotive industry. Manufacturers and suppliers currently operate on seven-year product
cycles, which give them complete control over a stable value chain at the expense of interaction with
end customers and less than state-of-the-art digital capabilities. However, data privacy and security
concerns are forthcoming. The key for automakers will be finding a way to gain access to data expertise
without giving away their proprietary position in the market. Adequate data protection policies and
regulations are instrumental in this regard.
Data silos between GVC companies make it more challenging to utilize the data effectively. To
overcome these predicaments, automakers have started using solutions that digitally manage and track
supplies throughout GVCs. The data collected through the deployment of these digital solutions ensure
that automotive manufacturers have a systematic understanding of their production capabilities.
For Mexico, the most critical challenge in the near future will be posed by the radical
transformation the industry is going through in electric and autonomous driving vehicles. These
changes see regions and players outside the traditional automotive clusters in the lead. The shifts taking
place are bound to change the global structure of automotive production. The rise of new competitors
from the emerging economies and would-be entrants from other sectors competing in mastering the
latest digital and software technologies threatens the established structure of the industry.
Data protection and monetization are becoming increasingly crucial for the competitiveness of
automotive GVCs. By introducing Industry 4.0, digital threads, and digital twins, the automotive industry
has become one of the most data generation-intensive industries. Therefore, national regulations that
impose excessive data transfer requirements or local data storage requirements can influence the setup
of the automotive GVCs and their ability to navigate through datafication and digital transformation.
The USMCA aims to increase the regional content of components of the vehicles produced in the
region. To certify compliance with the USMCA requirements, the traceability of the products across the
production processes along the entire GVC becomes crucial, making communication and data flows
essential within the automotive GVC. Moreover, the UMSCA prohibits any protectionist measures such
as data localization and data storage requirements.
Digital technologies, datafication, and unimpeded cross-border data flows could provide the
flexibility required to optimize the production process in the automotive industry without relying
solely on labor flexibility, which has been the primary source of adjustment in Mexico. Datafication
can provide better quality control, cost reductions, product improvement, and a better flow of data
across the GVC, improving product quality and enhancing process and product innovation. Labor
flexibility will be no longer enough in the long term since the present production organization requires
flexibility and control over all inputs to meet prompt delivery requirements and reduce costs. Cost
reduction can come from better inventory management based on timely data. Flexibility is mandated by
the just-in-time, lean production organization of the entire vertical chain, which must respond in realtime to data provided by the dealers in the car markets.
Increased global competition, rising consumer expectations, and increasingly complex consumer
demand patterns continue to present significant challenges (and opportunities) for electronics
manufacturing. The rise of the digital supply network (cloud computing, big data, 3D printing,
augmented reality, or the IoT) provides innovation and resiliency in electronics GVCs. To stay
competitive, electronics manufacturing companies must integrate automation processes. This will,
redefine the effective boundaries of the plant and the firm regarding the governance of the industrial
process. This integration requires radical changes, especially in operations involving data, networks,
software, and machines. The different services connected to the supply chain must communicate and
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exchange data since each step has an impact on the next and on the final production. From PCBA
engineering, design, and manufacturing to new product introduction on the market, each step of
production is validated by a data-driven control system. Data, adequate data protection, and
management strategies are central to all these endeavors. Efficient data management systems can
reduce silos in planning cycles and increase visibility and transparency across the electronics GVC.
Adequate data regulation systems must be in place to stimulate data transfers across borders.
Opportunities offered by data-driven GVCs and adequate data protection regulatory systems
The establishment and the implementation of secure data sharing mechanisms and cross-border data
transfers would open up several opportunities, such as increased national GDP and private sector
productivity, digital and integrated supply chain systems, the introduction of smart factories (digital
threads and digital twins), breaking down of data silos in manufacturing and opening up access to
meaningful data. In particular:
•

•
•
•
•

Digital transformation and datafication could boost Mexico's GDP by 7 to 15 percent (or $115
billion to $240 billion) by 2025. The growth would come from greater productivity and
employment in existing sectors, the creation of new digital (or digitally powered) businesses, the
expansion of the digital sector, and a successful labor-force transition to these new digital
industries;
In data-driven GVCs, the supply chain can work as an integrated supply chain 'ecosystem' in
which a central control 'hub' maintains a complete and real-time view of supply, production,
distribution, and customers;
Building smart factories (digital threads and digital twins) will position Mexico as an Industry
4.0 hub and open doors to data-driven GVCs;
Industry 4.0 and IoT are more about breaking down data silos and opening up access to
meaningful data than the technology itself;
Mexico could benefit from emerging data markets, such as data exchanges that might create
$36 billion of operating profits for OEMs, with benefits derived mainly through third-party
monetization and reduced cost of data acquisition for OEMs.

Challenges related to data-driven GVCs and data protection regulatory systems
There are particular challenges related to data-driven GVCs and the establishment of data protection
regulatory systems, such as:
•
•
•

Data privacy and security;
Obtaining adequacy status of the data protection regulation with the EU GDPR;
Obstacles to achieving the UMSCA's traceability requirement through digital transformation.

General recommendations for regulators and policymakers
To create and support data-driven GVCs in the automotive and electronics industries, the regulator and
public policy makers are advised to do the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Enable, incentivize and accelerate investment in the building of adequate and affordable data
infrastructure (data centers and cloud computing);
Support and incentivize data harmonization through setting up of interoperability standards;
Develop guidelines for data sharing frameworks that respect privacy and intellectual property
rights;
Assess and review the streamlining of data protection regulation with the regulation of key
international counterparts;
Anticipate risks brought about by introducing new technologies in manufacturing (AI,
blockchain, additive manufacturing) through foresight exercises.
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General recommendations for manufacturers
To harvest benefits offered by data-driven GVCs manufacturers from the Mexican automotive and
electronics industry should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digitize all relevant information (e.g., order processing, work instructions, documentation of
machinery, quality records, etc.);
Make data interoperable;
Break down data silos;
Leverage IoT;
Boost data capabilities at the edge;
Benefit from the use of robots and cobots;
Create data sharing systems and data policies compliant with data protection regulations;
Create smart factory strategies that would address issues of liability and cybersecurity;
Mexican automotive and electronics manufacturers should join collaborative business
frameworks to exchange data from the design and manufacturing supply chain;
Develop digital and data skills.
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I. INTRODUCTION
'Data needs to move to create value. Data sitting alone on a server is like money hidden under a mattress.
It is safe and secure, but largely stagnant and underutilized.' WEF (2012)
Over the last decade, Industry 4.01 has been identified as a new stage of technological growth, building
on a set of advanced digital technologies, such as industrial robots, additive manufacturing/3D printing,
big data and cloud computing, computer-aided design, and computer-aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM), Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. As a result, novel
business models have disrupted entire industries by introducing smart factories, linking private sector
stakeholders in global networks, integrating manufacturing and related services, shortening product
cycles, increasing flexibility and variety, and reducing costs. Technology companies are taking over as
the world's most valuable firms, autonomous vehicles are taking the streets, distributed models
challenge incumbents, and the IoT makes smart factories a reality. More disruptive innovation across
industries is expected as our ability to produce, store remotely, transfer, and process locally or not,
massive amounts of data (big data) accelerate exponentially.2
In essence, Global value chains (GVCs) are arrangements that divide production processes into separate
stages located around the globe. Using GVCs, companies can strategically organize different parts of
their value chain, such as locating in a target customer's home market or a competitor's base. It is well
known then that when deciding where to locate specific stages of production, firms consider key inputs
such as raw materials and labor, accessibility, costs, quality, and national policies that may impact
different types of investment.
In the last decade, digital transformation and Industry 4.0 have had an enormous impact on GVCs.
Today, the ability to split up production internationally is driven by the fast spread of digital
technologies, connectivity, technological convergence, and the Internet. Data are inextricably linked to
digital transformation. For a GVC to function in this new world, vast quantities of digitized and digitally
created data must be moved, typically across borders, since both the Internet and GVCs are
transnational. Competitive production is based on the constant and seamless flow of goods, services,
capital, people, and data. Cross-border data transfers will be even more central to GVCs in the future.
Embracing these changes is about staying competitive.
The importance of data as an enabler of business opportunities and growth has gained wider
recognition lately, and dedicated research on data and data-related issues has emerged. Data can be
conceptualized as a driver of total factor productivity (TFP), or in alternative formulations, as a factor of
production, hence with a standing similar to capital, labor, and technology3. Data is seen as a critical
enabler of transactions among businesses, governments, and individuals and a source of concerns in
issues ranging from privacy and cybersecurity that require adequate safeguards. Companies use data
along with various technologies to become more productive by improving their business processes,
learning more about their customers, developing new products, or making better data-driven decisions.
In several parts of the world, however, the opportunities presented by modern techniques in data
management are hindered by a lack of adequate infrastructure and regulation.4
Global data flows have enabled the rise of the so-called "supply chain 4.0", where data flows are
integrated and multidirectional instead of linear. Integrated information flows enabled by supply chain
4.0 create new opportunities to enhance productivity, facilitate communications, coordinate logistics,
and expand employment opportunities. Supply chains have established feedback loops from outputs
Industry 4.0 includes concepts, tools and applications that complement a smart embedded system of machines able to communicate with each other and
people and perform autonomous tasks in industrial production processes. The main tools include CPSs, the IoT, big data and cloud computing, autonomous
robots, simulation and visualization models, and additive manufacturing. Automation and robotics are perceived as key components – the arms and legs – of
Industry 4.0; cameras and other sensors are perceived as the senses; data and connectivity are compared to the nervous system; and AI is the brain. For more
see Stankovic et al., UNIDO (2017) Industry 4.0 Opportunities behind the challenges (background paper).
2
Stankovic et al., UNIDO (2017) Industry 4.0 Opportunities behind the challenges (background paper).
3
What tech does China want? , The economist, accessed on August, 16, 2021.
4
World Bank (2021) World Development Report 2021: Data for Better Lives
1
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and markets to research, design, and production and thus relocated out of the back office and onto the
value-enabling front lines of customer segmentation and product differentiation. Future-focused
manufacturers have started extracting more value from the data they collect, analyze, and share across
their supply networks. In fact, in some cases, the potential represented by data controlled by a firm
becomes the target of regulators, such as has been the case recently in China’s new wave of restrictions
on its tech/online giants. Some organizations have started exploring the prospects of using robots,
drones, and advanced image recognition to make GVC interactions more efficient, effective, and safe.
Transforming established GVCs into resilient, customer-focused networks will be a challenge.
International data flows have also allowed digital platforms to source key digital services across borders,
creating entirely digital value chains.
This report will review how datafication, data protection, sharing, and security impact Mexico's
automotive and electronics industry. 5 It departs from other studies on data and its broad uses and
consequences in that it is, as far as we know, the first to use a GVC data framework to provide scoping
review and analysis of Mexico's current position and potential for using and harvesting GVC data in the
automotive and electronics sectors. This potential refers to job creation and investments in México
related to business expansion made possible by adequate data management. Our research analyzes
the available information from a global perspective, and the viewpoint of Mexico, to identify conditions
for entry, growth, and upgrading along GVCs that rely on datafication and digital transformation. Hence,
the scope of analysis is narrowed down, on the one hand, to a specific type of transaction and its
correspondent data flows, namely, those that pertain to GVCs, and on the other hand, to the special case
of Mexico and its participation in auto and electronics GVCs. By conducting the study on GVCs data, we
hope to broaden the understanding of the importance of data transfers for GVCs, production, and trade,
underlining that data are critical to all companies and not only to the so-called "high-tech companies."
Tenets of adequate data management, such as data protection, sharing, and security, are thus central to
manufacturers in the automotive and electronics sectors as well. We provide recommendations for
regulators and policymakers on how to facilitate successful GVCs' data functioning, and guidance for
businesses on harvesting data for growth and digital transformation.
The report is structured as follows. Section II, below, describes the problem and explains how and why
data has achieved a prominent place in today´s GVCs; Section III, highlights key elements of public
regulation and maps Mexico´s case within the spectrum of choices currently present in the international
scene; Section IV provides specific insights into auto and electronic GVCs, which have seen sustained
growth in data usage; Section V discuss opportunities and challenges for Mexico; and finally, Section VI,
presents recommendations for policy makers, regulators, and manufacturers, and suggests areas for
future research.

II. DATA TRANSFERS IN GVC-BASED PRODUCTION
This section talks about different types of data moved around GVCs and highlights the main reasons
why data transfers are essential for production to take place. The rationale for growing use of data (both
personal and non-personal) moving forward is derived from production technology at the factory floor
and along the global value chains, as well as product design and market trends, which imply a more
intense use of data in production and consumption of modern goods and services.
Data collection and analysis are adding value to goods exports through "servicification."
The servicification of manufacturing denotes a trend where the manufacturing sector increasingly relies
on services, whether as inputs, activities within firms, or output sold together with goods. Data flows
contributed to further digitalization, shorter production cycles, and collaborative and connected GVCs.6

Datafication refers to the process by which subjects, objects, and practices are transformed into digital data. Associated with the rise of digital technologies,
digitization, and big data, many scholars argue datafication is intensifying as more dimensions of social life play out in digital spaces.
6
Kommerskollegium (2015) No Transfer, No Production – a Report on Cross-border Data Transfers, Global Value Chains, and the Production of Goods.
5
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Data can be harvested from multiple
sources, such as consumers (e.g.,
location, condition, use of smart and
connected products, Internet browsing),
internal business processes (e.g., testing,
machine operations, storage facilities,
logistics), and external sources (e.g., data
from suppliers, market prices data).
Smart and connected devices gather and
transmit data on processes, use, and
environmental conditions, allowing for
process
optimization,
predictive
diagnostics, and autonomous operation
of products.

Something to think about
Supply chain management is an example of where unclear definitions
of what constitutes private data can lead to costly outcomes. For
instance, there are divergent views among companies and regulators
whether business contacts constitute personal information. If business
contacts are personal information, this data will be harder to move
(especially since the sender seldom has a contractual relationship with
the business contact). This will impact GVCs.
Source: Kommerskollegium (2015) No Transfer, No Production – a Report on
Cross-border Data Transfers, Global Value Chains, and the Production of Goods.

In the GVC, different data types must be moved, from employment data and customer data to technical
product data and data generated during the usage of products. The amount of data moved is massive
and will grow as manufacturers move into more advanced production involving smart sensors and
intelligent robotics and introduce additive manufacturing (3D printers) into their processes. A significant
part of the data that is moved and transferred within GVCs is personal data. Personal data can even be
produced on the factory floor. Humans working alongside robots have their work, movements and
actions registered. Also, firms register names and processes for traceability. Personal data merits
national authorities' specific protection and is often subject to different regulatory restrictions that
pertain to access processing and movement.
Different companies in the GVC will need to use and transfer different data types. The way firms arrange
their relationships will impact the nature of data transfers across GVCs. Setting up a subsidiary to
produce needed input will entail different data transfer needs than buying the input at arm's length. Not
all data is created equal, and various data customers seek different data points to augment and expand
their existing services. For instance, automakers would want to track vehicles post-production to
understand better how customers use their products. They can use the data to improve products and
services, push customers to dealerships for maintenance and repair, and retain customers to enhance
lifetime value.
There are numerous ways of monetizing data, such as:
•
•
•
•

Optimization of internal processes (e.g., adaptive engineering);
Predictive maintenance;
Customer journey mapping;
Revenue streams from parallel industries (e.g., insurance, infrastructure, healthcare).

Table 1. Types of data generated throughout the GVC
Data is used and harvested throughout the whole product cycle in a GVC, from R&D, to production, to
market, and back to R&D, igniting the next generation of products.
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R&D is the first step of the GVC that involves researchers, scientists, design, and ICT specialists working
in different places worldwide and sharing ideas, information, prototypes, test data, etc. Prototypes and
new material can be tested virtually through simulations and modeling. Cloud solutions are used to
coordinate the work. Often external partners are involved, such as customers, other companies, research
institutes, and universities. This phase might entail data transfer outside the company conducting the
R&D.
Raw material production is often automated and remotely operated. Numerous sensors monitor
operations and equipment to prevent failures and accidents. Digital transformation has also redrawn the
industry ecosystem by opening niches for small
software and digitally-enabled service companies
“Collaborative robots”, or “cobots” operate in conjunction
to participate in the GVC.
GVC production relies on the input of intermediate
goods and services. Production is increasingly
automated. The intermediate goods must be
moved to the final assembly. This is done by digital
supply chain management, which includes
everything from package tracking through RFID
and customs procedures to the coordination of
flows. Finally, know-how and market knowledge are
transferred to subcontractors to enable them to
produce goods with correct specifications and
quality at the right time. Intermediate services (e.g.,
services embedded in goods exports, such as
design and ICT) are becoming a vital production
input (servicification). Production and movement of
intermediate services are often done digitally. As a
result, a large amount of data must be moved to
ensure the production of the right services. 7

with, and in close proximity, to humans to perform their
tasks.

Source: Olmia Robotics

Cobots are trained differently than traditional industrial
robots. Rather than programmed to a specific set of steps
using programming tools, many cobots are trained by
humans manipulating the arms and training by example.

The final production and assembly stage is often
Source: Forbes, You’ve heard of robots, what are cobots
based on digital solutions. This phase consists of
the actual production/assembly, the packaging
process, and the process control. Machinery is datadriven, linked together, and communicating via smart sensors to improve production. There is a trend
from large robots to miniature robots working alongside humans on the factory floor (so-called
"cobots"). Sensors produce data to improve product quality, increase throughput, avoid accidents,
measure energy and material consumption, predict maintenance, and eradicate downtime. Different
plants communicate and coordinate through IoT and cloud computing to ensure effective production.
This allows for near real-time adjustment in output.
The post-sales stage includes i) running or monitoring sold products, ii) handling maintenance, repairs,
and spare parts, and iii) consumer interaction and usage of the products. Companies monitor product
performance to ensure performance optimization, detect wear and tear, and get information on how
products are used. This becomes part of further product development. Dealing with wear and tear and
faulty products requires maintenance (e.g., software update), repair, and spare production and
deployment. This is based on smart sensors and cloud-based communication between products,
operators, and customers (using IoT solutions). This could also involve data from third parties, such as
retailers selling the product. Again, a vast amount of data needs to be moved around.
Live development refers to the way companies analyze feedback received from customers, social
media platforms, and product usage data to enhance existing products, develop new products, and
adapt the production process. Digital data gathered from homepages and smart sensors embedded in
7

Kommerskollegium (2015) No Transfer, No Production – a Report on Cross-border Data Transfers, Global Value Chains, and the Production of Goods.
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products are used for assessing what customers look for and how products are used. This feedback
depends on data transfer to function.8

Source: Adapted from Kommerskollegium (2015) No Transfer, No Production – a Report on Cross-border Data Transfers, Global
Value Chains, and the Production of Goods.

There are five key reasons why data need to be moved across GVCs9:
•

•

•

Coordination and control. Governing geographically spread-out production requires close
supervision of the process. Data must be moved to control and coordinate the production in
several locations. This involves, among other things, moving data to organize input flows,
working with subcontractors and suppliers, and handling internal issues like human relations at
production sites in different countries.
Conduct R&D. R&D in the pre-production phase relies on data being moved in-house, which
can still involve several different locations and external partners. Different types of data, such as
test data, technical data, data related to inventions, must be sent back and forth in a continuous
flow.
Ensure efficient supply chain management. Moving data across GVCs ensures the flow of
goods, services, and capital necessary for production. This includes sending information about
inventories, sales, demand forecasts, order status, production schedules, etc. The data must be
shared across different entities to ensure smooth functioning. Some firms have created logistics
platforms that can be used to transfer data across all the participants in the GVC in real-time.
When platforms become transparent, they offer visibility into every organization's supply chain,
not just their own. The platforms may bring an AI, machine learning, and advanced analytics
layer positioned on top of all the information to enrich the entire data corpus. Data become
interoperable.10 Figure 1 gives an overview of the interconnected matrix of the new digital
supply network model. Each node can interact with every other node of the network, allowing
for greater connectivity and data exchange among areas that previously did not exist.

Ibid.
Ibid.
10
Deloitte, 2021 Tech Trends
8
9
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•

•

Communication and data exchange are multidirectional, creating connectivity among
traditionally unconnected supply chain links.
Manage production. Data transfers are necessary for handling the production floor. This covers
data flows during the actual production and assembly of the product. For instance, data instructs
robotics. Sensors on the work floor send real-time data that is analyzed and used to control the
production process.
Monitor sold products and move
generated data in the post-sales phase.
Story in spotlight
After goods have been delivered to
A global automotive company developed a mobile
customers, data are shared and transferred
service solution based on a smartphone application for
across the GVC. Data must be moved to
car owners. It allows them to scan the interior and engine
handle maintenance, repairs, spare parts,
compartment with the camera of their own mobile devices
and moving it during consumer interaction
and automatically detects relevant vehicle controls, e.g.,
and usage of the products. This also involves
control lamps, displays or oil level indication. For the
recognized elements, corresponding overlays on the
transferring data to be used as input in earlier
camera view will appear. Besides being able to offer
stages of the production process.
optimized service solutions to the users, the car
manufacturer obtains direct, real-time data on product
issues or failures and repair needs. This information is then
used to improve product quality and service offerings.
Source: Capgemini Consulting (2017) Industry 4.0 - The
Capgemini Consulting View Sharpening the Picture beyond the
Hype

Figure 1. From traditional supply chain to digital supply networks

Source: Deloitte.

Data-intensive and digital supply networks multiply connectivity and data creation and transfers among
different notes in the global value chain. In data-fueled GVCs, advanced product lifecycle management
(PLM) should be accessible from any location worldwide. Data generated by enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems and production-related applications such as manufacturing execution systems
(MES) should also be accessible from anywhere in the world. If there are distributed production facilities,
data-driven GVCs promote horizontal integration across global MES. Production facility data (inventory
levels, unexpected delays, etc.) are shared across the entire GVC. Production tasks are shifted
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automatically among facilities to respond quickly and efficiently to production variables. This silo-free
'data lake' merges data from different sources. Direct feedback is supported through touchpoints with
the customer. Finally, data-driven GVCs are enabled by visualizing, aggregating, and holistically
analyzing the data.11
Figure 2. Global data lakes in data-fueled GVCs

Source: Capgemini Consulting (2017) Industry 4.0 - The Capgemini Consulting View Sharpening the Picture beyond the Hype

III. WHY IS DATA REGULATION IMPORTANT FOR GVCs?
"Cross-border data flows" refer to the movement or transfer of data between computer servers across
national borders. Cross-border data flows are part of GVCs because they facilitate the movement of
goods, services, people, and finance. For instance, emerging technologies such as blockchain rely on
global data flows to enable firms to track the flow of intermediate or finished products, customs
documentation, certifications, or electronic payments as they move along the GVC. Automated decisionmaking, facilitated by AI and machine learning, relies on collecting and analyzing data that may originate
from multiple countries involved in a GVC. Impediment to flows of data across borders affect transfers
of data within a firm, and between firms.
Policies that impede cross-border data flows may decrease efficiency and reduce other GVC benefits.
For instance, some policymakers seek to restrict data flows beyond a country's borders to limit access
to online information, protect personal privacy and national security, or pursue other policy objectives.
Policies may act as protectionist measures requiring domestic data storage and processing to support
local industry or deterring foreign competitors from entering the market. As a result, restricting crossborder data flows and generating data silos within countries may limit the growth of individual
companies or their ability to participate in GVCs.
Too restrictive legislation can cause two types of effects on GVCs12:
•

11

12

Changes in the GVC setup. GVC setup involves issues like how companies set up their
production processes, where different functions are located, and who carries out a specific task.

Capgemini Consulting (2017) Industry 4.0 - The Capgemini Consulting View Sharpening the Picture beyond the Hype
Kommerskollegium (2015)
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•

Less optimal functioning of the GVC. Suboptimal GVC arrangements lead to higher costs,
delays, and the inability to use different functions within the GVC.

Regulation related to restriction of data movements
Data localization requirements and restrictions on cross-border data transfers are two main types of
cross-border data movement policy measures. All these measures impact GVC setup and efficiency.
Data infrastructure supporting data storage, analytics, and transfer is also required and could represent
a separate set of elements that constraints efficient data management. The transfer of large amounts of
data and installing security measures mean that sufficiently developed digital infrastructure is a growing
concern, other than regulation, for companies and can affect GVC setup.
In general, there are six types of national data protection systems classified by the OECD according to
their level of restrictiveness to data movement13 (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Types of national data protection systems by the level of data restrictiveness

Source: OECD (2019) Trade and cross-border data flows

•

•

•

13

The first type of approach, category 0, relates to the absence of any regulation on data flows.
While under this subcategory data may flow out unimpeded, concerns associated with the
absence of provisions on cross-border transfers may affect other entities or countries'
willingness to send data, affecting data transfers from certain countries.
The second type of approaches – "free-flow," category 1, does not prohibit the cross-border
transfer of data nor require any specific conditions to be fulfilled to move data across borders.
These approaches provide for ex-post accountability for the data exporter if the personal data
sent abroad is misused.
The "flow conditional on safeguard" group of approaches includes categories 2, 3, and 4,
based on the principles of adequacy or equivalence as a condition for data transfers across
borders. Within this category, each subgroup differs in how adequacy or equivalence is applied,
by whom, and the other options available for transfers in the absence of an adequacy

OECD (2019) Trade and cross-border data flows
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•

assessment. Within this group of approaches, entities operating the transfer are subject to
progressively more requirements about the steps they need to take before transferring data.
Hence, entities operating in these countries face broader liability.
The least flexible approaches fall under the "flow conditional, including on ad-hoc
authorization" category. In category 5, the transfer depends on either an adequacy finding by
the relevant public authority or, where this is not granted, the only available option is an ad-hoc
approval by the relevant authority – which does not always have to be the data protection
authority. Finally, category six does not foresee the possibility of an adequacy finding that would
automatically ensure the flow of data towards a third country. It requires that all transfers be
subject to review by a relevant authority.

Mexico's data protection regulation falls under the category 1 "free-flow" of approaches. For more, see
the sub-chapter "Data protection regulation in Mexico" below.

Regulation related to local storage requirements
Local data storage requirements can divert trade and production to national suppliers of intermediate
goods and services. While domestic firms engaged in providing data solutions may see their business
activity increase due to the rise in local demand, these gains are likely to accrue to a small segment of
the firm population. Efficiency losses may arise from imposing domestic sourcing, where foreign
sourcing may be more cost-effective. Rather than accessing global digital services or international
outsourcing solutions, firms may need to rely on potentially less reliable, less efficient, and more
expensive local suppliers. Local storage requirements often target specific types of data. Local storage
regulations, which may be accompanied by local processing requirements, can be aimed at personal
data (vis-à-vis non-personal data, such as data on temperature levels, weather conditions data, etc.) or
can be sectoral, typically targeting heavily regulated sectors such as health, telecoms, banking or
payment processing, insurance, or satellite mapping. Some approaches combine storage requirements
with flow and processing restrictions. 14
GVC production is based on the specialization of tasks down to the individual level. Too restrictive data
regulation affects where data are used, moved, or stored and where individual employees and
contractors are located. Often, expertise and support personnel are found in certain locations where
they perform work remotely and add their knowledge and expertise to other parts of the GVC. The way
data is regulated in certain jurisdictions across the globe can affect this setup, leading to a need to have
both data and expertise and support personnel on every market, sometimes leading to production or
distribution units of a multinational corporation that are isolated from other units of the firm elsewhere
in the globe, in terms of access of transfer of certain type of data. The analysis of the data protection
regulation in Mexico (see sub-section below) shows that Mexico's regulatory system for data protection
should not act as an impediment to data transfers within GVCs. However, as it will be shown, Mexico has
not been granted equivalency status in data protection by the EU. This might act as an impediment to
successful data cross-border transfers with the EU counterparts, which will ultimately affect the efficiency
of GVCs.
Barriers to data flows undermine healthy market competition, as GVC participants will be forced to
spend more than necessary on digital services. Companies will likely have to pay more for data storage
services, even when governments responsible for these measures also attempt to expand the countries’
digital infrastructure. Data localization and local data storage requirements can impede companies'
ability to transfer data needed for day-to-day activities, such as human resources data. Companies could
become less efficient and may have to pay for redundant services. Also, companies may be compelled
to spend more on compliance activities, such as hiring a data protection officer or installing software
systems to get individuals' or the government's approval to transfer data. These additional costs are
borne by the customer or the firm, undermining competitiveness by cutting into profit margins. Instead
14
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of imposing overly restrictive data transfer requirements, governments should foster innovative
mechanisms for data sharing that would protect data privacy.15

Data protection regulation in Mexico
The Private Data Protection Law stipulates the data protection principles that govern personal data
processing and the obligations imposed on any entity with control over the processing of personal data
(a data controller), data processors, and any other parties engaged in the personal data processing. The
Private Data Protection Law Regulations 16 clarify the scope of the principles and obligations provided by
the Private Data Protection Law. The Regulations contain rules for the exercise of data protection rights
by data subjects and rules that govern proceedings before the INAI filed by data subjects in the event
of a breach of the Private Data Protection Law by a data controller. The Guidelines for Privacy Notices,
issued by the Ministry of the Economy, set the standard of detail that should be met by data controllers
when drafting their privacy notices. The Self-Regulation Parameters on Data Protection set forth the
rules, criteria, and procedures for developing and implementing self-regulatory schemes on data
protection, also issued by the Ministry of Economy.17
Technological innovations pose a challenge under the Private Data Protection Law because concepts
such as 'big-data analytics' and the "IoT" have not yet been defined under the law or any other applicable
data protection legislation. However, the processing of personal data using emerging technologies is
governed by the Private Data Protection Law. Thus, the challenge lies in determining the degree of
applicability of that Law. The data subject must be informed of the processing even when the processing
is fully automated using AI solutions. When using cloud computing, IoT, big data analytics, AI, or any
other technology, the notification must be given to the data subject through a visible communication or
warning about using these technologies to process personal data. Notice should also be given about
how the technological mechanism may be disabled (unless its use is fundamental for technical reasons).
This information must also be included in the privacy notice, identifying the personal data being
collected and the purpose of the collection. Even though the concept of biometric data has not been
defined under the Private Data Protection Law, the non-binding guideline issued by INAI reaffirms that
biometric data is considered "personal data."18
Mexico has adopted cloud-specific provisions about data protection to address transparency about the
layered nature of the cloud supply chain, the treatment of user data following service termination, and
law enforcement access. The Mexican approach intends to encourage the domestic take-up of cloud
solutions.19
International data transfer and data localization
Mexico is a party to several international organizations, such as the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) and the Organization of American States (OAS), aiming to protect personal data transferred
within their respective regions.

ITIF (2017) Cross-Border Data Flows: Where Are the Barriers, and What Do They Cost?
The Regulations to the Federal Law on the Protection of Personal Data held by Private Parties ( Reglamento de la Ley Federal de Protección de Datos
Personales en Posesión de los Particulares) (the Regulations), which entered into force on December 22, 2011.
17
Ayala et al. (2020) The Privacy, Data Protection and Cybersecurity Law Review: Mexico.
18
Cervantes (2020) Mexico - Data Protection Overview.
19
UNCTAD (2016) Data protection regulations and international data flows: Implications for trade and development
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Under the Private Data Protection Law, international communication of personal data originating from a
data controller, subject to the Private Data Protection Law, may be deemed either a 'transfer' or a
'remittance,' depending on the purpose for communicating the data and the nature of the data
recipient.20
Transfer of personal data
A transfer is any personal data communication by a data controller to any private or public entity different
from the data subject or the data processor. In this regard, any transfer of personal data must be
consented to by the data subject concerned, except were exempted under Article 37 of the Private Data
Protection Law. The transfer must be notified to the data subject using a privacy notice and limited to
those purposes justifying the transfer.
A data controller would be able to transfer personal data without the consent of a data subject if the
transfer is:
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

stipulated by a law or treaty to
Mexico's data protection laws that regulate cross-border transfers
which Mexico is a party;
are not overly restrictive
needed for prevention of illness
or medical diagnosis, healthcare
The Private Data Protection Law requires that any international data
assistance, medical treatment or
transfer be evidenced by an agreement or any other document where
the third party assumes the same level of data protection obligations
management of health services;
undertaken by the data controller and the conditions for processing, as
made to holding companies,
consented to by the data subject.
subsidiaries, or affiliates under
International data transfers do not require the approval of the INAI or
common control of the data
any other Mexican regulatory agency to be completed, and there is no
controller who operates under
need to submit standard contractual clauses or comparable instruments
the same processes and internal
to any regulatory agency. Nevertheless, a data controller may seek the
policies;
opinion of the INAI on whether an international transfer complies with
the applicable requirements before completing the transfer.
required by an agreement
entered into between the data
Source: César G Cruz Ayala et al (2020) The Privacy, Data Protection and
controller and a third party in the
Cybersecurity Law Review: Mexico
interest of the data subject;
necessary or legally required to
protect the public interest or the
prosecution or enforcement of justice;
required for the acknowledgment, exercise, or defense of a right in a judicial proceeding; or
necessary for the preservation of, or compliance with, a legal relationship between the data
controller and the data subject.21

Remittance of personal data
A remittance is any communication of personal data made by a data controller to an individual or legal
entity unrelated to the data controller to conduct any processing on behalf of the data controller.
A remittance does not require to be notified to a data subject using a privacy notice, nor does it require
the data subject's consent. However, to carry out the remittance, a data controller and data processor
must enter into a specific agreement to evidence the relationship's existence, scope, and content,
consistent with the data controller's privacy notice to the relevant data subject.
Cybersecurity and data breaches
For decades, manufacturers have focused on building a solid perimeter around their networks. But that
approach to cybersecurity is no longer sustainable or effective because globally distributed teams and

20
21

DLA PIPER, Data Protection Laws of the World, Mexico.
Santamarina y Steta, Lexology (2020) In a nutshell: data protection, privacy and cybersecurity in Mexico
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supply chains have dramatically changed the way organizations create, store, and share data. As change
continues to accelerate, many enterprise leaders are rethinking their cybersecurity strategies.
Cybersecurity is extremely important for data-fueled GVCs. Data increasingly resides in the cloud and
globally distributed data centers that move data to users and to other data centers for backup and
security.
The Private Data Protection Law and its Regulations require that all private entities processing personal
data, and data controllers, in particular, have adequate physical, technical, and organizational measures
in place to prevent any personal data breach. The Private Data Protection Law and its Regulations do
not attempt to levy a catalog of security measures that should be adopted by those bound by them but
rather outline general principles for security measures that data processors should implement. The INAI
has issued additional guides and recommendations to simplify the implementation of security
measures.22
A data controller must notify each data subject upon confirmation that a data breach has occurred once
it has taken any actions intended to assess the magnitude of the breach. The notice will contain at least
the nature of the incident, the personal data affected, advice on the actions that the data subject may
adopt, the remedial measures that were immediately carried out, and the means through which the data
subject may obtain further information. In addition, the data controller would have to take corrective and
preventive actions and improve its security measures to avoid the reoccurrence of the same breach.
Failing to comply with any of the obligations mentioned above may result in sanctions imposed by the
INAI.23
UMSCA and cross-border data transfers
The United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) makes several significant updates to NAFTA,
including a chapter on digital trade. This chapter prohibits tariffs on digital goods, discrimination against
foreign suppliers of digital goods and services, and data localization laws.24 The USMCA's data transfer
provisions: (1) prohibit unnecessary data transfer restrictions; (2) protect against discrimination that
would favor domestic data transfers over cross-border transfers; (3) apply to all sectors including
financial services; and (4) stipulate that any data transfer rules must not constitute disguised restrictions
on trade, support arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination, or impose transfer restrictions that are greater
than are necessary. The USMCA also prohibits data localization mandates. 25 Additionally, the USMCA
prohibits data transmission taxes.
Most likely, the UMSCA rules will not cause a mass migration in data centers or technology companies.
However, the new rules mean flexibility for many businesses to select the data storage strategy best
suited for the business activity, allowing companies to seek out lower-cost solutions freely. As already
noted, Mexico's data protection laws that regulate cross-border transfers are not overly restrictive. There
are no specific requirements for the cross-border transfer of data. Thus, the alignment and consistency
of the national data rules with the UMSCA’s provisions outlined above should not pose significant
problems. There are, however, some necessary adjustments to be made, both because of additional
data requirements that are likely to emerge due to changes in production that UMSCA encourages, and
because Mexico’s regulation has so far focused mainly on domestic firms, and its personal data
provisions do not apply equally to data held by global firms in Mexico.

Recommendations on personal data security outlining the minimum actions needed to securely process personal data; Methodology for analyzing risk to
assess the risks when processing personal data; Guide to implementing a personal data security management system to establish security measures based on
the cyclic model of 'planning, doing, checking and acting'; and Guide on personal data security for micro, small and medium-sized businesses, which guides
companies in compliance with the private data protection law and its regulations concerning security measures and the implementation of a personal data
security management system.
23
Ibid.
24
Office of the US Trade Representative, USMCA Trade Fact Sheet, Modernizing NAFTA into a 21st Century Trade Agreement.
25
BSA (2020) USMCA’s Cross-Border Data Transfer Provisions Enter Into Force, Setting a New Global Standard.
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IV. DEEP DIVES: AUTOMOTIVE AND ELECTRONICS
Data-driven automotive GVCs
The global automotive industry is going through a radical transformation. Connectivity, digital
transformation, smart manufacturing, and increased data flows are redefining a saturated market, opening
new scenarios while offering opportunities for the entry of new players. These challenges are bound to
trigger reorganization of the GVC between old and new suppliers and carmakers and their suppliers,
affecting the distribution of employment, the regionalization of production, and the dynamic evolution of
the comparative advantage of nations.26
One of the most significant impacts of digital transformation is
the development of a data economy. Companies in all industries
seek to understand the types of data they can access and
potentially collect, what data others might have, and how they
can use all this data to serve customers better. This is especially
true in the automotive industry, one of the most data
generation-intensive sectors globally – second only behind
utilities.27

There
are 1.2
billion
vehicles
in
operation globally, and people travel more
than 23 trillion miles every year. It was
estimated that by 2020, each person on
Earth will create an estimated 1.7 MB of
data per second.
Source: Tech Crunch (2019) Automakers faced

with a choice, become data companies or
Up until recently, data management and data monetization have
become irrelevant
not been the core competencies of the automotive industry.
Manufacturers and suppliers currently operate on seven-year
product cycles, which give them complete control over a stable
value chain at the expense of interaction with end customers and less than state-of-the-art digital
capabilities. However, data privacy and security concerns are forthcoming. The key for automakers will be
finding a way to gain access to data expertise without giving away their proprietary position in the market.
28

In the next decade, the software and electronics architecture in vehicles will see a significant shift. There
will be increasing software complexity and broader deployment of vehicle platforms. E-mobility
(including battery and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, range extenders, and fuel cells), autonomous
driving, and integrated mobility are everyday realities for the broad public, provide clear trends that
indicate growing data intensity in the industry. Tesla Inc. is perhaps the most outspoken “data makes the
difference” carmaker. In the recent AI event, it unveiled the new D1 chip, a device that will play a key
role in its AI efforts and self-driving vehicles (vehicles that are already dubbed “robots on wheels” by the
company’s CEO, Elon Musk). Hype aside, the industry and the company’s investors have welcomed
Musk’s venture into chip design, as it provides more control of the production ecosystem and will
ultimately trickle down into the bottom line. However, not all car makers have addressed the issues and
opportunities put forth in the same way, and some risk losing control of the key components that would
have ultimately allowed them to achieve higher grades of autonomous mobility. In this case, as has been
the standard in other industry where specialized parts producers have managed to capture the top value
centers, OEMs are able to set the standards and are the dominant players in the automotive industry,
offering a rich portfolio of products and services. Innovative automotive outsiders have to play according
to the rules set by OEMs.29 The KPMG's Global Automotive Executive Survey 2020 has enlisted
connectivity and digitalization as key trends in the automotive industry since 2017 (Figure 4).

Deloitte, Future of the automotive supplier industry outlook 2025.
WEF, Building a digital automotive industry.
28
McKinsey & Company (2019) Automotive software and electronics 2030 Mapping the sector’s future landscape.
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Deloitte, Future of the automotive supplier industry outlook 2025.
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Figure 4. Key trends in the automotive industry

Source: KPMG Global automotive executive survey 2020

As vehicles become increasingly electrified and complex, with components sourced from multiple
suppliers, mechanical functions are replaced by electronics. As a result, OEMs and Tier 1s are being
confronted by massive amounts of unstructured data.
Data silos between GVC companies make it more challenging to utilize the data effectively. To overcome
these predicaments and manage supply chains efficiently, automakers have started using solutions that
digitally manage and track supplies throughout GVCs. The data collected through the deployment of
these digital solutions ensure that automotive manufacturers have a systematic understanding of their
production capabilities. This enables them to anticipate shipment delays and respond effectively. Cloud
computing and data centers allow automotive manufacturers to monitor progress from anywhere while
also tapping into on-site IoT resources.30
International experience. Volkswagen Industrial Cloud
The Volkswagen Industrial Cloud developed with Amazon Web Services brings together data from all factories, plants, and
systems. Their long-term goal is to integrate the global supply chain for more than 30,000 locations and 1,500 partner companies
into the Volkswagen Industrial Cloud.

Today the IT at the production level in the plants differs – because most locations are very different. That doesn't make it easy to
standardize data and summarize it across the board. With the Volkswagen Industrial Cloud, Volkswagen will be able to consolidate
the data from all locations. In the future, they will evaluate and control all critical figures from production and logistics, regardless
of their type, globally.
Source: Volkswagen, We're going live with industry 4.0.

30

Meixner (2020) More Data, More Problems In Automotive.
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Digital applications, coupled with IoT, AI, and machine learning, make predictive maintenance and realtime monitoring a reality. Automotive manufacturers oversee facilities with vast mechanical footprints.
Digital manufacturing tools can use data
analytics to forecast mechanical failures,
International experience
preventing unnecessary downtime in facilities,
allowing companies to have minimal production
Volvo – data is a key asset that must be kept safe
impacts. Digital systems that rely on real-time
The Volvo Group manufactures trucks, buses,
data produced by smart sensors provide
construction equipment, and marine and industrial
efficiency and cost insights across GVCs.
engines, and also offers financing and service
Manufacturers can make swift corrections. These
solutions. It employs approximately 115,000 people,
digital systems will also benefit newer
has production facilities in 19 countries, and sells its
products in more than 190 markets. The headquarters
companies that need to operate leanly and get
is in Göteborg, Sweden.
off the ground. 31
Along the way, vast quantities of data are being
generated, used internally and with external
vendors across borders. To stay in business,
automotive manufacturers will have to devise
data protection and sharing strategies compliant
with various national data regulations so that
each factory remains competitive by acquiring
the most efficient production methods on the
factory floor and contributing to the creation of
an efficient GVC.

Automotive industry and data-driven
GVCs in Mexico

The business model is built on digital solutions. Volvo’s
products are digitized. For example, data sent from
trucks in operation are used to help customers with
optimizing cargo loading, fuel efficiency, etc. Vehicles
are monitored in real time to see how they are
performing and whether repairs or software upgrades
are needed.
Data about customers, employees, products, and their
usage is a key asset for the Volvo Group. Safekeeping
this data is paramount when dealing with data and data
transfers. The Group handles much of their data by
themselves, with servers in Sweden, and deems it
essential to be careful with whom they share data.
Some outsourcing has been done but has involved
lengthy negotiations to ensure security and risk
minimization. The location of the servers is important.
Most of the Volvo Group’s data transfers relate to
products, product development, and production.
Systems are adapted to existing legislation to not cause
issues when transfers of sensitive information, e.g., HR
information. Some global solutions have therefore
been aligned to regional requirements, but on the
whole, there are no issues with compliance.

Car trucks and parts are key components of
Mexico’s manufacturing sector, constituting a
big share of employment and exports. There are
10 automotive OEMs in Mexico with an
established presence: BMW, Chrysler, Ford, GM,
Source: Kommerskollegium, No Transfer, No Trade, – the
Honda, Kia, Mazda, Nissan, Toyota, and
Importance of Cross-Border Data Transfers for Companies
Volkswagen. These companies make up 20
Based in Sweden.
plants that depend on a robust supplier
presence to enable a smooth operation. The two
key clusters are located in Saltillo, Coahuila (also known as the Detroit of Mexico) and a corridor along
the coast of Bajío; other clusters are growing elsewhere (Puebla, which now has a sizeable automotive
activity in an otherwise mostly low-wage and unsophisticated production environment). These areas
contribute to the push in automotive engineering and contribute a large amount of activity to the twoway trade across Mexico and the U.S.32
According to the WEF and IADB, all automotive companies and Tier-1 suppliers in Mexico have a digital
transformation strategy developed in head office and implemented by subsidiaries. Also, there is no
difference in digital transformation level between companies focused on mid-range cars and those that
manufacture high-end cars.33
On the one hand, Mexico's automotive industry percentage share of total manufactured exports was
41.6% in 2020 (USD 139.8 bn), way ahead of any other industrial sector (the second in line is the
electronics sector, discussed below).34 Thus, the datafication and the digital transformation of the
Charbenou (2020) How Digital Manufacturing Benefits Modern Electronics Development.
Tetakawi (2019) Overview of the top five manufacturing industries in Mexico.
33
WEF (2019) Supply_Chain_4.0, Global Practices and Lessons Learned for Latin America and the Caribbean.
34
Inter-American Development Bank data.
31
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Mexican automotive industry are prerogatives for staying abreast of competitors on a global scale, and
of strategic importance for the country, given the size and dynamism of this industry. 35On the other
hand, the dependency of the Mexican automotive industry on the strategic decisions of international
players can be considered a vulnerability amidst rapid changes brought about by digital transformation,
smart manufacturing, and datafication of automotive GVCs.
It is disputable whether the introduction of frontier technologies, such as those supporting autonomous
and electric vehicles, represents an opportunity for the automotive industry revival or, rather, a threat of
decline. The new players in digital innovation in the automotive industry are concentrated in places other
than those of the traditional players. The strategy followed by OEMs to recover lost ground is to enter
into research partnerships with the innovators. However, recovery may be more difficult for producers
in the semi-peripheries, which lack the research centers usually located at OEM headquarters.
As regions and players outside the traditional automotive industry gain momentum and technological
and market trends redefine mobility, the core competencies for success are changing rapidly.
Electronics and software represent a significant part and considerable share of the vehicle's value.
Changes in production processes require skills that have not, so far, been among the core competencies
of automotive engineering. The increased relevance of (big) data and digital devices may shift the power
from OEMs and suppliers to high-tech and digital players.36 How this plays out may affect GVCs and the
role that Mexico can play in them.
For Mexico, the most critical challenge in the near future will be posed by the radical transformation the
industry is going through in electric and autonomous driving vehicles. These changes see regions and
players outside the traditional automotive clusters in the lead. The shifts taking place are bound to
change the global structure of automotive production. The rise of new competitors from the emerging
economies and would-be entrants from other sectors, competing in mastering the latest digital and
software technologies, threatens the established structure of the industry. 37 Survival will require
adjusting to these new trends, which requires local capabilities (public and private) to adapt and provide
high value-added goods and services to data-intensive GVC.

UMSCA's product traceability requirement
The USMCA aims to increase the regional content of components of the vehicles produced in the region.
To certify compliance with the USMCA requirements, the traceability of the products across the
production processes along the entire GVC becomes crucial, making communication and data flows
essential within the GVC. Due to these developments, firms must introduce changes in the production
lines, and products must be fully certified for the assembler to use those components in its production
line. These changes call for the introduction and reinforcement of the use of digital devices and
processes to secure effective traceability. Ultimately, these changes render GVCs more data-intensive,
and pose constraints on how regulation is shaped.
Digital technologies and datafication could provide the flexibility required to optimize the production
process in the automotive industry without relying solely on labor flexibility, which has been the primary
source of adjustment in Mexico. Datafication can provide better quality control, cost reductions, product
improvement, and a better flow of data across the GVC, improving product quality and enhancing
process and product innovation. A study conducted by the WEF and IADB has observed that Mexican
companies report that the benefits of technology adoption across many areas of the supply chain, such
as automation in distribution centers and packaging, still cannot rival low labor costs. 38 However, labor
flexibility will be no longer enough in the long term since the present production organization requires
flexibility and control over all inputs to meet prompt delivery requirements and reduce costs. Cost
reduction can come from better inventory management based on timely data. Flexibility is mandated by
the just-in-time, lean production organization of the entire vertical chain, which must respond in realhttps://iap.unido.org/data/
Ibid.
37
Simonazzi et al., (2018) The Future of the Automotive Industry: Dangerous Challenges or New Life for a Saturated Market?
38
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time to data provided by the dealers in the car markets. Within this scheme, the burden of adjustment is
shifted down the GVC from the OEMs to Tiers-1 and from these to their Tier-2 and Tier-3 suppliers.39
The companies that are unable to keep the pace of traceability risk losing their customers. The managers
of a Tier-1 company operating in Mexico, interviewed for a study conducted by Simonazzi et al., 40 stated
that they were ready to comply with the USMCA's requirements in the short-medium term. They also
indicated that, if needed, they would internalize the production processes that their Tier-2 and Tier-3
suppliers were unable to certify. However, once it has been re-shored, production may not necessarily
be outsourced again, and Tier-2 and Tier-3 suppliers would be at a loss.
Simonazzi et al.41 also observe that Mexican automakers have started introducing digital twins in their
operations (for more on digital twins, refer to Section 5, opportunities). A digital twin could be a virtual
version of a tire or a passenger vehicle, the methods for how these items are built, or the entire
production line. It could even be a whole factory, a network of plants, or the end-to-end supply chain.
Together with disruptive technologies, such as the IoT, AI, machine learning, process and data mining,
and even augmented reality, digital twins enable smart factories.42 For instance, physical behavior can
be simulated using the product's 3D data to optimize material behavior, airflow, or heat development.
Mechatronics, electronics, system-on-chip, and embedded software can also be designed and
simulated in the virtual environment. Digitalization and datafication save time and money because the
number of necessary prototypes can be drastically decreased. In addition, these processes allow
different disciplines to work on the same project simultaneously, simplifying the configuration of
different product versions and supporting new production procedures such as additive manufacturing.
All these processes rely heavily on using data and generate data used for insights (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Digital twin product/production/performance

Source: Siemens, From vehicle design to multi-physical simulations.

In the companies observed by Simonazzi et al., the digital twins were used as a digital representation of
the ongoing production process. The observed Mexican companies used digital twins for simulation
and optimization of their internal organization of production. Firms also added sensors along the many
stages of the production process to control operations and have a digital representation of the analog
steps of the transformations (pressing, assembling, etc.). Data could then be processed and analyzed to
Deloitte (2020) The Future of the Automotive Value Chain Supplier industry outlook 2025.
Simonazzi et al., The Future of the Automotive Industry: Dangerous Challenges or New Life for a Saturated Market?
41
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optimize production flows, input consumption, labor utilization, maintenance planning, etc. Making
traceability required by the UMSCA effective by deploying digital technologies could start a
transformation across the entire automotive GVC in Mexico. This can lead to Tiers-1 and Tiers-2 certifying
their compliance with the UMSCA's requirements, achieving quality control of products, and ensuring
flexibility in the JIT programming of the flow of products. 43
Due to all the developments highlighted above, data protection and monetization are becoming
increasingly crucial for the competitiveness of automotive GVCs. By introducing Industry 4.0, digital
threads, and digital twins, the automotive industry has become one of the most data generationintensive industries. Therefore, national regulations that impose excessive data transfer requirements or
local data storage requirements can influence the setup of the automotive GVCs and their ability to
navigate through datafication and digital transformation.

Data-driven electronics GVCs
The global electronics industry is comprised of three groups of key stakeholders: lead firms, Tier 1
suppliers and contract manufacturers, and component suppliers. Many other stakeholders play
essential roles in the broader industry, including software developers, production equipment
manufacturers, distributors, and producers of more generic components and subsystems.
Understanding how these three firm-level actors interact provides the most important insights into
economic development opportunities. The share of the total value captured by the most influential firms
in GVCs – in this case, lead firms and component suppliers with strong "platform leadership" - can be
extremely high. These actors control product and technology development crucial for competing in the
final product market. At the same time, new applications, better-engineered components, and data
insights drive growth in the chain.44
Increased global competition, rising
consumer expectations, and increasingly
complex consumer demand patterns
continue to present significant challenges
(and
opportunities)
for
electronics
manufacturing. The rise of the digital supply
network (cloud computing, big data, 3D
printing, augmented reality, or the IoT)
provides innovation and resiliency in
electronics GVCs. Data, adequate data
protection, and management strategies are
central to all these endeavors. Efficient data
management systems can reduce silos in
planning cycles and increase visibility and
transparency across the GVC. Adequate
data regulation systems must be in place to
stimulate data transfers across borders.
Most electronics manufacturers worldwide
have implemented digital transformation
strategies such as:
•

43
44

Datafication, automation, machine-to-machine communication
(M2M), and servicification in the electronics industry drive
significant changes in electronics GVCs
Electronics manufacturing is becoming complex as the size of
components and circuits continues to decrease. Electronics
manufacturers face high component density, small pitches, multiple
layers, and delicate components that require precise placement.
Automation and servicification in electronics GVCs are possible
because of the pervasiveness of electronic components and
widespread digital infrastructure. While all industries, including
electronics, will be impacted by industry 4.0 trends, electronics also
enable these trends to exist.
As such, Mexico's participation in electronics GVC that rely on
datafication and digital transformation has implications for the
country's future role in defining, designing, and diffusing the
technologies enabled by electronic components.
Source: Kingatua (2020) Robots and Automation in Electronics
Manufacturing

Integrated
planning
and
management for printed circuit
boards (PCB) assembly and test;

Simonazzi et al., The Future of the Automotive Industry: Dangerous Challenges or New Life for a Saturated Market?
Stacey Frederick and Joonkoo Lee (2017) Korea and the Electronics Global Value Chain.
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•
•
•
•
•

Bolstering of production, virtual design and process verification test management, and
execution;
Production optimization with integrated layout and simulation;
Model-driven processes for advanced part and mold manufacturing;
Supplier collaboration for PCB contract manufacturing;
MES for box build and shopfloor connection.45

Robotic automation, additive manufacturing, and IoT are the key three technologies predicted to impact
the electronics industry. Automation and M2M communication are used to complete specific tasks that
contain complex specifications. Automation reduces costs since the machines are programmed with
learning logarithms, and a robotic system replaces human operators. 46
To stay competitive, electronics manufacturing companies must integrate automation processes. This
will redefine the effective boundaries of the plant and the firm regarding the governance of the industrial
process. This integration requires radical changes, especially in operations involving data, networks,
software, and machines. The different services connected to the supply chain must communicate and
exchange data since each step has
an impact on the next and on the
final
production.
From
PCB
(including those using additive
technologies, as discussed below)
engineering,
design,
and
manufacturing to new product
introduction on the market, each
step of production is validated by a
data-driven control system.
An automated machine is
completing a stage of printed
circuit board manufacturing.
Source: Macrofab.

Within electronics GVCs, process compliance must be strict to ensure product quality. A horizontal
network for machine management must also be devised and implemented. Managing quality and risk
simultaneously is one of the most significant challenges in ensuring the efficiency of GVCs. M2M
communication must be handled very precisely. AI, IoT, and machine learning are at the forefront of
these smart solutions.47 Machine learning programs can sort through previous designs to develop novel
and innovative ways of improving current production practices in a fraction of the time it would take
human engineers to sort through the data and develop a plausible solution.48
Digital transformation and datafication of electronics GVCs eliminate physical prototypes, disconnected
systems, paper-based work instructions, and silos of data. This enables:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous flow and reliable and manufacturable designs;
Increased collaboration between design, engineering, and manufacturing departments;
Lower data redundancy;
Fewer shopfloor planning errors;
Fewer error-prone manual data entries;
Plug-and-play data collection and key performance indicators (KPI) monitoring;
Optimized inventory and JIT use of materials;

Full electronics world (2020) Full digitalisation in electronics manufacturing.
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International experience
Additive manufacturing in electronics
Additive manufacturing processes and systems play an important role
in the digital manufacturing ecosystem. 3D printing requires reading
data from digital models to create printing instructions for fabrication
and integrating an additive system into a conventional process as part
of digital manufacturing requires a universal data exchange format
between all of your equipment.

• Enforced manufacturing best
practices;
• Accurate and up-to-date work
instructions;
• Fast
time
to
root-cause
identification;
• A transition toward a higher
product mix without loss of factory
performance.49
The example of the PCB industry

One of the benefits of digital manufacturing is the ability to
manufacture on demand, which is also one of the benefits of additive
manufacturing. The layer-by-layer printing process can be used to
print many variants of a product in a single run. With the growing
customer demand for customization and fast delivery of products, this
can be used for rapid prototyping as it provides faster fabrication
regardless of complexity. With printed circuits, the costs involved in
3D printing a single prototype or multiple variants of a prototype are
independent of the device complexity and volume. This allows
prototypes to be produced quickly and with a fixed cost structure,
which is difficult or impossible with traditional PCB processes. This
makes PCB production less expensive, less complicated, and faster.
Additive manufacturing for electronics provides other benefits as well.
The layer-by-layer printing process allows new electronics to be
printed with a large range of geometries, including non-planar
geometry. Currently, additive processes and digital manufacturing are
limited in the range of useful materials and manufacturing volume. As
of today, additive processes, whether or not they are part of digital
manufacturing, are best used with low-volume fabrication runs of
highly complex parts. However, the economic benefits can be felt in a
variety of industries, ranging from consumer electronics
to aerospace and mobile devices.

Digital production relies on
automation and connectivity, and
the PCB industry, as part of the
electronics industry, has taken
advantage
of
each.
Cloud
computing has unlocked a whole
new level of productivity, allowing
machinery
and
robotics
to
communicate
through
data
exchange.
This
instant
communication
dramatically
improves
efficiency.
It
also
enhances manufacturing precision,
a key element of producing
sensitive electronics with tight
tolerances.
Automated systems have the
ability to learn continually. In
analog times, manufacturers would
have to make manual adjustments
in
response
to
production
outcomes. With digital tools,
connected machines intake large
quantities of production data and
augment processes accordingly,
connecting systems vertically and
horizontally.
Until
recently,
identifying changes required large
amounts of funding and time. This
is where AI and machine learning
plays a pivotal role in digital
transformation.

Even though companies can
produce thousands of chips per
run using traditional techniques, a
certain percentage of chips will not meet quality standards. Digital tools allow companies to patch
production issues sooner, boosting yields. 50
Source: Nanodimension (2019), The benefits of digital manufacturing in PCB
and electronics production

49
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GVCs that rely on datafication, digital transformation and smart manufacturing for electronics deliver
competitive advantages over conventional, partially digitalized approaches, including:
•

Faster time-to-market and more frequent new product introductions: Product development
activities that used to take weeks can be done in hours when connected by a digital thread.
Simulations and analyses performed on digital twins ensure right-first-time production. Smart
manufacturing scan reduce time-to-market by as much as 50%, enabling successful competition
in a market that demands frequent innovation.

•

Quality improvements through left-shift: Left-shift refers to the process of performing tasks that
would typically occur later in the design process at an earlier stage. For example, the PCB design
for manufacturing (DFM) analyses are performed early and regularly rather than waiting until the
design is complete. Each time an analysis is performed, the overall design improves.

•

More responsive manufacturing: By linking product design and manufacturing with a digital
thread51, planning can be performed earlier in development so, by the time the design is
complete, manufacturing can quickly follow. This allows for product customization and
personalization.

•

Smarter decision-making: Having analytical tools that fully exploit manufacturing data allows for
better visibility into the manufacturing process and making better-informed decisions.

•

Cost control: By improving the efficiency of the manufacturing processes and materials, smart
manufacturing for electronics can reduce the overall manufacturing costs, keeping products
affordable.52

As with the case of the automotive sector, digital technologies could be utilized across a different range
of firms provided the required enabling conditions are in place, and thus democratizing access to
electronics GVCs. Data needs to be moved across borders to harvest the possibilities created by
datafication and digital transformation. Innovation and economic growth are increasingly driven by how
electronics GVC participants transfer, analyze, and act on data. Absent policy-created "data
protectionism," cross-border data flows are expected to continue to grow much faster than the overall
rate of global trade. In order to fully make use of the digital transformation, local firms should have
adequate data governance structures in place. Otherwise, the they risk being left out of GVCs.

Electronics industry and data driven GVCs in Mexico
Mexico is well-positioned to initiate the shift to automation by developing new technologies and
introducing them into the electronics supply chain. It has been anticipated that the following four
industry groups will account for 75% of global robot installations in 2025: (1) computers and electronic
products; (2) electrical equipment, appliances, and components; (3) transport equipment; and (4)
machinery.53
Electronics is one of the fastest-growing industries in Mexico in terms of export potential and
employment generation. Although not with production volumes to the levels seen in Asia, Mexico is
already a relevant player in electronic GVCs. The range of electronics produced by Mexico, including
everything from computers to telephones to video displays, continues to make it one of the leading
manufacturing portals for electronics worldwide. In 2020, Mexico exported $69.9 billion of computation,
communication equipment, and other electronics, almost 21% of all exports in the manufacturing
sector.54 There are over 730 electronics manufacturing plants in Mexico. Mexico also has the lowest
operating costs in the Americas in manufacturing electronic components and equipment.
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For more on digital thread please refer to section V, opportunities.
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The most prominent global electronics leaders have operations in Mexico because it enables them to
serve the US and Canadian markets. Nine of the top ten transnational electronics manufacturing services
(EMS) are established in Mexico. Samsung, LG, Toshiba, Foxconn, Panasonic, Flextronics, and Intel are
some of the international companies in the electronics sector of Mexico. 55 The total production of
electronics in Mexico had a value of $74 billion as of 2020. 56
Akin to the clustered production mentioned in the automotive section above, the electronics sector
confirms geographical concentration in certain areas of the country.57 The electronics manufacturing in
Mexico maintains different specialties in two parts of the country, east and west. The west part of Mexico
specializes in manufacturing aerospace, hi-tech, IT and electronic sub-assembly parts in the states of
Baja California, Sonora, Chihuahua, Jalisco, and Aguascalientes. The east part of Mexico specializes in
manufacturing parts for computers, home appliances, and consumer goods in Coahuila, Mexico City,
Nuevo León, Querétaro, and Tamaulipas. Both east and west EMS manufacturers specialize in
automotive and telecommunications components. Guadalajara, Jalisco, considered the "Silicon Valley"
of Mexico, holds the largest amount of EMS manufacturing operations in the country with 12 OEMS and
more than 380 specialized suppliers that exports about $150 billion annually. Some of the companies in
Guadalajara include: Plexus, IMI, IKOR, Flex Ltd., V-TEK, InterLatin, Sanmina, QSS, JABIL, Molex, OMP
Mechtron, and Talos. Due to the region's advanced education and skills training programs, this area
supports a highly-trained, high-tech workforce that meets the needs of the growing electronics industry
with approximately 18,000 IT graduates a year. As a result, Mexico remains competitive as a leading
exporter in the electronics manufacturing industry, with the US, Canada, China, Germany, and Japan, as
its main trading partners.58
Both industries, automotive and electronics, could provide much greater value added for Mexico. To do
that, they need to catch up with digital best practices that would allow them to reap some of the
opportunities open to them in data-intensive GVCs. A few of which are discussed in the following
section.

V. OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF DATA-DRIVEN GVCs
Opportunities
Mexico is embracing Industry 4.0 with open arms. The digital factory in Puebla, the aerospace corridors
in Querétaro, Guanajuato, Baja California, Sonora, Chihuahua, and Nuevo León exemplify Industry 4.0
endeavors throughout the country. This is all part of a long-term strategy that will foster an entire Industry
4.0 ecosystem with automated production facilities that will exploit economies of scale, creating growth
opportunities. Industry 4.0 efforts require integrating cutting-edge international networks, successful
technology transfer, intellectual property commercialization, talent management, and an in particular
modern data environments and data governance system. Different layers of government are injecting
federal, state, and local budgets in entrepreneurship and technology developments via grants, loans,
and even direct investment into start-ups and venture capital funds, all of which are helping spark a new
Industry 4.0 culture.59
Industry 4.0 and digital transformation of the Mexican economy are only possible if adequate data
governance policies and regulations are in place. Data are the blood vessels of the digital economy and
are increasingly becoming instrumental in gaining access to GVCs. The Government of Mexico has
embedded the relevance of data for the digital transformation in the National Digital Strategy (2013). 60
It has made substantial efforts to build the institutional, social and economic infrastructure around it to
IVEMSA (2019) Main Trading Partners of Mexico’s Electronics Manufacturing Industry.
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support it. Mexico has also maintained a healthy interest in data-processing technologies that will upend
industries, such as AI. The UK Embassy in Mexico, with support from the Office of the Mexican President,
commissioned Oxford Insights to draft a national AI strategy for the Government of Mexico. In June
2018, they published their findings and recommendations for the National Artificial Intelligence Strategy
Mexico.61 The Government of Mexico has also supported the creation of ia2030, a multi-sectoral
partnership to set the course for AI development in the country. 62
Data handling capabilities will be required in the new environment. The establishment and the
implementation of secure data sharing mechanisms and cross-border data transfers would open up
several opportunities, such as increased national GDP and private sector productivity, digital and
integrated supply chain systems, introduction of smart factories (digital threads and digital twins),
breaking down of data silos in manufacturing and opening up access to meaningful data.
•

Digital transformation and datafication could boost efficiency globally, and in Mexico

WEF has projected that companies that implement advanced robotics and AI systems can improve
industrial productivity by over 30% and reduce labor costs by 18-33%. By 2025, the additional savings
and increased output globally will be worth between $600 billion and $1.2 trillion.63 In the smart factory,
data is coming from multiple sources in different formats, and there is a need to combine internal data
with data from outside sources. Manufacturing companies already produce vast amounts of data.
However, most of this data is discarded
before it can be mined for valuable
Cloud Computing, big data deployment and cybersecurity
insights because it is unstructured and
in Mexico
cannot be easily analyzed. This forces
Most large Mexican companies have moved to adopt cloud
companies to react to problems in the
computing services, but the take-up among SMEs has been
manufacturing process rather than
slower. Despite this, executives in the technology sector are
anticipate them.
convinced cloud computing will become the standard in
business operations.
Another area where Mexican companies are finding
promising opportunities is big data analytics. A survey by
Gartner revealed that 73% of Mexican firms are investing or
planning to invest in big data operations. Many Mexican
companies see big data, along with the IoT and enhanced
security, as an essential part of their future growth and
competitiveness strategy.
Being interconnected, however, brings risks and having a
national security strategy is fundamental to protecting the
country’s well-being. Mexico’s National Cybersecurity
Strategy sets forth a guide towards 2030 and aims to prepare
the country for future activities in an increasingly complex
digital world. There is also a need for new legislation to define
cybercrime. Mexico’s Federal Police already has a specialized
cybercrime unit, but experts say it has been set up to react to
current security breaches, rather than prevent future ones.
According to a 2016 report by PwC, compared to other
nations, Mexico is still lagging behind in the area of
cybercrime prevention. Awareness of the risks does seem to
be improving, however. In a survey of Mexican corporates,
PwC found 70% had increased spending on cybersecurity,
above the global average of 59%.

Connecting
equipment,
machines,
sensors, and systems horizontally and
vertically across GVCs provides valuable
data insights. Digital transformation and
datafication allow data to be quickly
exchanged between manufacturing assets
and gathered at a central control center for
analysis. Effective data analytics, data
transfer and data sharing mechanisms are
essential in unlocking meaningful data.
Moreover, companies need to take a
rigorous, proactive approach to data
security and data governance by building
digital trust and respecting privacy. Data
evaluation as part of process and
equipment monitoring is of utmost
importance. This would also require an
interdisciplinary
understanding
of
engineering, computer sciences and
regulatory compliance. Clever use of
pooled data can also allow manufacturers
in B2B markets to help customers in value-

chain planning.

Oxford Insights (2018) Towards an AI Strategy in Mexico.
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The McKinsey Global Institute has estimated that if Mexico were to attain a "good" or "very good" digitalmaturity and datafication rating, it would boost the country's GDP by 7 to 15 percent (or $115 billion to
$240 billion) by 2025. The growth would come from greater productivity and employment in existing
sectors, the creation of new digital (or digitally powered) businesses, the expansion of the digital sector,
and a successful labor-force transition to these new digital industries.64
•

In data-driven GVCs, the supply chain can work as an integrated supply chain 'ecosystem'
in which a central control 'hub' maintains a
complete and real-time view of supply, production,
Story in spotlight
distribution, and customers
A German tier-1 automotive supplier optimized quality
assurance in piston serial production by realizing a 100%control strategy. Through a data matrix code, each part is
traceable through a data matrix code. A 3D x-ray control
system installed in-line controls every part during the
regular cycle time. This information is relayed in real-time to
a database where it is compared to the original 3D model.

Any production defects can thus be identified and defective
products sorted out, realizing a defect rate of less than 1
ppm11 in end products delivered to the customer.
Source: Autotech Review, Digital twin is the next disruption
Capgemini Consulting (2017) Industry 4.0 - The Capgemini
Consulting View Sharpening the Picture beyond the Hype

Data can be made available to all GVC members
simultaneously, which can help to foster a greater level
of collaboration. This also lays the foundation for
interconnectedness, resilience, and innovation.
Whether it's the sourcing of raw materials, parts, or
components, the transportation of those supplies, or
the final delivery of the product to the customer, a shift
to data-fueled GVCs offers the ability for manufacturers
to take better control of their supply chain. It also allows
manufacturers to react to events, anticipate potential
disruptions, and make adjustments in real-time as
conditions change.
Companies that use system-based, real-time end-toend planning and horizontal collaboration via cloudbased planning platforms become better integrated
with horizontal value chain partners, including
suppliers and key customers. This can significantly
improve efficiencies and reduce inventories. In
addition, the implementation of track-and-trace
devices on products will lead to better inventory
performance and reduced logistics cost.

However, many Mexican manufacturers still have
legacy systems that support production with data
siloes or cumbersome processes that are partially
digitized. These on-premise, legacy systems contribute
to delays, outdated information, and decreased
productivity.65 Things need to change if Mexican manufacturers want to stay competitive in data-driven
GVCs.
•

Building smart factories will position Mexico as an Industry 4.0 hub and open doors to
data-driven GVCs

The smart factory is a production facility where most tools and machines are automated, from production
robots to transportation devices or additive manufacturing (i.e., "3D-printers"). The means of production
and the product itself are equipped with sensors that allow them to connect and exchange data with
one another. They form a "cyber-physical system" (CPS) or "cyber-physical production system" (CPPS),
connected via the Industrial IoT. The networked smart factory allows assigning identities to tools and
machines, products, and materials. This enables to precisely locate and keep track of items at each level
of the GVC. Direct vertical and horizontal communication and cooperation between humans, machines,
64
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logistics, and products help optimize production and GVC. This networked and automated production
environment is supplemented by "big data," which refers to the enormous amounts of data from millions
of nodes in a network; this includes the ability to process and analyze large amounts of data using cloud
computing, AI, and machine learning. This reduces uncertainties, as data about changing environments
can be handled, processed, and analyzed in real-time and then passed on through GVCs. Greater
customization is possible while retaining speed and efficiency. Individual products are networked and
identifiable; customization is feasible according to user data, and there is a direct connection from
customer data to machine data. Cloud computing and additive manufacturing allow for decentralized
production. Data is no longer centrally stored but located in data lakes that can be accessed from
anywhere in the world. Since decision-making based on data can be decentralized, manufacturing in
data-driven GVCs can consist of multiple, flexible, and localized systems and machines with functions
distributed throughout a network without a compact
hierarchy.
A digital thread is a chain of data that connects all the
participants and data involved in designing, building, and
supporting a product. A collaboration backbone, such as
Siemens' Teamcenter software66, weaves the digital thread
through all the involved disciplines, applications, tools, and
systems. Another successful example from the electronics
industry is the Tempo digital thread that uses automation
software to create an unbroken digital thread from design
to delivery. This makes it possible to optimize the complex
process of PCBA manufacturing for a new level of speed
and precision. Their customers get to see their boards
before they are built.67

Story in spotlight
TransportAPI consolidates data feeds from some
of the United Kingdom’s transport services and
makes them available to developers, which use
the information to build applications that track
buses or tell you where the nearest Tube stop is.
Transportation infrastructure has been
computerized for a long time, but what is new is
making the data available publicly on the
Internet.
Source: TransportAPI

Digital twins are highly precise virtual models of a product
(digital product twin) or its manufacturing process (digital manufacturing twin). These models are used
to simulate real-world conditions prior .to building a product or developing manufacturing operations,
where multiple what-if scenarios can be evaluated inexpensively. Thanks to data coming from the digital
thread, digital twins can be constantly updated for maximum accuracy. For example, customer feedback
can be captured to inform the design and testing of future products. Similarly, by collecting information
from real-life manufacturing processes, manufacturing simulations can be improved, resulting in more
efficient manufacturing processes. Digital twins are also an excellent way to capture and replicate
manufacturing best practices.
•

Industry 4.0 and IoT are more about breaking down data silos and opening up access to
meaningful data than the technology itself

Industry 4.0, datafication, and data-driven GVCs are not only for big manufacturing companies. There
are benefits for smaller companies right now.
Mexican manufacturers without big IT budgets can start small, see what works, and grow from there. By
starting small using technology available today, a cloud-based system of record that combines ERP,
MES, PLC, and sensors, companies can visualize and contextualize shop floor data. Insight into this kind
of data helps enable decision-making, leading the company to become a supplier of choice.68
•

Benefiting from emerging data markets

To fully realize the commercial and social benefits of the data generated across the automotive industry,
industry participants need a secure and robust data market where they can come together to trade data.

Siemens, Teamcenter.
https://www.tempoautomation.com/
68
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This will allow organizations to be more efficient in their data collection processes, support their business
objectives, and transact in the data marketplace.
Data exchanges will create $36 billion of operating profits for OEMs from jointly run data exchanges
operated at scale, with benefits derived mainly through third-party monetization and reduced cost of data
acquisition for OEMs.69

Challenges
•

Data privacy and security

Horizontal integration in data-driven GVCs requires that data are shared outside the organization with
suppliers, subcontractors, partners, and customers. This level of transparency is highly empowering in
terms of GVC agility and flexibility. Still, it raises the challenge of ensuring that the data of all stakeholders
are kept secure and are accessible solely on a need-to-know basis. This issue is exacerbated in IoT and
cloud computing environments.
Increased numbers of cyber-attacks and cybercrimes have raised concerns regarding data security.
Valuable data can be stolen by malicious viruses in computer systems, resulting in a significant loss to
the companies. Failure of IoT infrastructure providers and cloud platform providers in implementing
proper security measures might lead to disruptions in data flows. The industries that have implemented
digital twins using such platforms are prone to malware. For instance, a cybersecurity attack on a supplier
may impair a partner's operations or a firm's ability to track or manage overseas operations.
Handling and transferring large volumes of data makes data more prone to cyber-attacks. To illustrate
this, the digital twin gathers data from many entry points into one place. This might include IPs, sensitive
personal data, and also data regarding access to physical assets. Business planning needs to include
data security, integrity, privacy, and compliance considerations to access, harvest, and transfer sensitive
data securely. It is essential to ensure that good security practices are already in place while deploying
the digital twin, whether for a product, process, or a complete system/unit.
Cybersecurity has become a significant concern among users and industrial automation vendors with
the rise in cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure over the past decade. Thus, the increasing threat to the
security of the data connected to the cloud might be a significant restraint for the growth of the digital
twin market.70
•

Obtaining adequacy status of the data protection regulation with the EU GDPR

By participating in GVCs, Mexican manufacturers get exposed to different international data protection
regimes. For instance, under the EU GDPR, personal data are allowed out of the EU only under strict
conditions. One option is for the non-EU country to adopt a privacy regime whose level of protection is
"essentially equivalent" to that guaranteed within the EU. Alternatively, firms can accept Binding
Corporate Rules (BCRs)71 or use Standard Contractual Clauses (SCCs)72, mechanisms to authorize
companywide or transaction-specific data transfers. Under the GDPR, certain restrictions or
requirements may have to be fulfilled before completing an international transfer of personal data to
data controllers or data processors located in Mexico. Notwithstanding the approval of Convention 108
and ETS 18173, Mexico has not been recognized by the European Commission as a third country
WEF, Building a digital automotive industry.
McKinsey Digital (2018) How Mexico can become Latin America’s digital-government powerhouse.
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providing adequate data protection to facilitate personal data transfers to countries within the EU. A
similar situation will occur with US states implementing EU GDPR-like data privacy regimes, such as
California.
If equivalency status is not achieved, Mexican firms doing business with EU counterparts could be
impacted in two ways: (i) for cross-border transfer of personal data they will have to accept BCRs or SCCs
– data transfer mechanisms whose implementation can be costly; (ii) in case the firms do not institute
BCRs or SCCs in their cross-border transactions of data (e.g., transfer of personnel data that might be
impacted by the EU GDPR overreach) they risk being left out of GVCs and would have difficulties
conducting business with EU counterparts.
The Government of Mexico can adopt EU-like national privacy regulations to gain equivalency status of
the data protection regulation with the GDPR. This might impact data-driven GVCs in terms of boosted
data transfers with the EU. Under this scenario, Mexican firms will not incur costs related to BCRs or SCCs
when doing business with EU counterparts. However, bringing Mexican data protection law in line with
the EU GDPR means instituting strong data localization provisions, which might conflict with the
provisions of the UMSCA that deal with free data flows.
•

Obstacles to achieving
transformation

the

UMSCA's

traceability

requirement

through

digital

Changes are needed in several domains to meet the UMSCA and digital transformation challenges:
labor up-skilling, energy and digital infrastructure, logistics, and integrated modernization of
transportation systems. The Mexican automotive industry is concentrated in clusters, built around OEM
and Tier-1 foreign firms. Datafication and digital transformation require new digital skills and
competencies. Simonazzi et al. note that this is where Mexican firms might face the most severe
impediments.74
In the automotive clusters in the Bajío states and the states of Coahuila and Chihuahua, auto parts
suppliers are concentrated close to their customers, 200 kilometers away at most. In the Mexico-USCanada corridors, transport infrastructure is overwhelmed by overloaded trucks and long queues. Being
designed to serve the US market, Mexico's productive structure reflects the US demand and policies
and is not overly responsive to the green transition. Discussions of transition to electric vehicles and new
mobility have just started. Some manufacturers of light motor vehicles installed in Mexico have
announced investments in e-vehicles production lines. The Federal Government has reduced tariffs on
imports of some e-vehicles to support demand. New mobility developments, digital transformation, and
datafication may prove challenging for the supply chain tilted towards producing engines and
transmissions. The Government should assist in developing domestic firms’ access to complementary
assets related to electric vehicles: from adequate data protection regime and digital infrastructure (data
centers and cloud computing), efficient and environmentally friendly production and distribution of
electricity, to supporting demand for electric vehicles and influencing mobility patterns. Environmental
regulation and safe travel conditions could support the transition to new vehicles and foster internal
production, reducing the dependence on exports, with spill-over effects on the supply chain of
components and other sectors of the economy. 75

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FINAL REMARKS
General recommendations for regulators and policymakers
Regulators must ensure that companies can reap the benefits of cross-border data movement while
ensuring that personal data is secure and protected. In doing so, they need to balance diverse and
sometimes conflicting interests. This goes for both data privacy regulation and trade policy regulation.
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It is vital to recognize that cross-border data transfers are not about circumventing data protection
regulation; data transfers are essential features of modern GVCs.
The Government of Mexico should create the necessary preconditions for data sharing and cross-border
transfers. In doing so, the Government should pay attention to the following:
•

Enable, incentivize, and accelerate investment in the building of adequate and affordable
data infrastructure (data centers and cloud computing)

Investment in software, hardware and broadband connectivity is needed for data-driven GVCs.
Incentivizing the creation of FAIR data and FAIR data infrastructure is vital. The next wave of digital
solution transformation will depend on creating FAIR data lakes and warehouses that do not sacrifice
data integrity. The Government will need to create and implement policies and regulations to ensure
that data infrastructure is secure, sustainable, and resilient enough to support the ongoing digital
transformation of the manufacturing sector.
The European Commission has developed FAIR data metrics that can be a useful starting point in the
development of regulations and policies that would incentivize the creation of FAIR data infrastructure. 76
•

Support and incentivize data harmonization through setting up of interoperability
standards

Data can be structured and unstructured in huge volumes and collected from heterogeneous sources.
With harmonized data, the time and energy required to run big data analytics are greatly reduced.
Furthermore, standardization would facilitate interoperability.
Industrial associations should develop interoperability standards with the help of public policy and
government officials. Industry 4.0 and data protection standards would be adopted incrementally, and
a top-down approach may not work. This is where policymakers can play a constructive role. One way
would be to support and encourage open-source initiatives that also helped set standards for the
Internet, such as the Internet protocol TCP/IP.77 The IPC-CFX standards will help standardize this type of
data exchange between manufacturing assets within a factory and even among multiple factories in
different industries.78
•

Develop guidelines for data sharing frameworks that respect privacy and intellectual
property rights

Despite the efforts made so far, the Government of Mexico will need to pursue further creating a modern
digital governance framework that would encompass data sharing policies and guidelines.
Data sharing mechanisms should be created through public-private partnerships. The Government of
Mexico can facilitate the process. These data-sharing policies can be sectoral (automotive, health,
agriculture, etc.) or horizontal (regulate any type of data irrespective of the sector). Regulation should
provide a clear distinction between personal data/personally identifiable data and non-personal data
(e.g., data obtained from IoT sensors).
Possible innovative data sharing modalities include data cooperatives and data trusts. Clear and robust
national policies and legal frameworks need to be developed for the regulation of opt-in and opt-out
data policies, data mining, access, use, reuse, transfer and dissemination. These policies should enable
citizens to understand better and control their own data and protect against attacks by hackers, while
still allowing access to and reuse and sharing of non-personal information.
A successful example in this regard is the Trusted Data Sharing Framework developed by the
Government of Singapore, designed to resolve challenges businesses typically face when sharing data

European Commission, Turning FAIR into reality.
European Parliament (2016) Industry 4.0.
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assets, such as the need to ensure regulatory compliance and a lack of standardized methodologies and
trust with whom they shared data.79
•

Assess and review the streamlining of data protection regulation with the regulation of
key international counterparts

Mexico’s data regulator will have to investigate the issue of gaining status of equivalency for data
protection with EU data protection law. This would enable Mexican manufacturers to safely transfer data
within GVC without additional costs related to data protection compliance issues. The overhaul of the
regulations should be done through broad multi-stakeholder dialogue.
However, the Mexican Government should also be mindful that under the UMSCA overly restrictive data
localization and data storage policies are not allowed. The EU GDPR has stringent data localization
requirements that might be excessively restrictive to international data flows. Therefore, the policy
makers of Mexico are advised to conduct a regulatory impact assessment into these issues in order to
streamline Mexico’s data protection regulation with the regulation of key international counterparts. In
this respect, the most important aspect is aligning the national data protection law with the requirements
for free data flow imposed by the UMSCA. 80
As already noted, the UMSCA prohibits unnecessary data transfer restrictions; protects against favoring
domestic data transfers over international transfers; and mandates that any data transfer rules must not:
constitute disguised restrictions on trade. The USMCA also prohibits data localization mandates and
data transmission taxes.81 In light of this, the Mexican Government should conduct regulatory impact
assessment in order to ascertain if overhaul of the data protection law is needed.
•

Anticipate risks brought about by the introduction of new technologies in manufacturing
(AI, blockchain, additive manufacturing) through foresight exercises

Although the use of data in GVCs presents many opportunities to solve development challenges,
policymakers should anticipate the risks this use presents for the concentration of economic power,
patterns of inequality, and data privacy protection82. However, inaction is not a valid option. The
provisions of the USMCA or the changes brought about by technical and geopolitical innovation are
leading to GVCs reconfiguration that could harm Mexican companies if appropriate conditions are not
met. Re-shoring, for example, can benefit OEMs and Tier 1 firms at the expense of the rest of the (smaller
local firms) if those firms are unable to upgrade their data practices to the new requirements of datadriven GVCs.

General recommendations for manufacturers
•

Digitize all relevant information (e.g., order processing, work instructions, machinery
documentation, quality records, etc.)

This is a significant challenge for many companies since it would require existing IT systems to be utilized
in a much more proficient way or new applications to be implemented. This step also includes master
data cleansing.
•

Make data interoperable

Data becomes valuable when aggregated, mined for insights, and disseminated in real-time across an
ecosystem of stakeholders. Companies should create a native standard that allows users operating
anywhere within a supply chain network to share data. This can help address challenges related to one
group in the GVC building a product or data model that others cannot easily replicate or support.
Singapore, Trusted Data Sharing Framework.
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Implementing the concept of a digital twin requires a single source of truth. Data from different sources
need to be integrated into a common database based on a holistic data model for all processes. This
requires interoperability.
•

Break down data silos

To harvest data from data-driven GVCs, organizations and public authorities will need to break down
data silos to achieve enhanced levels of data integration. This challenge is often less about
interoperability and more about changing the organizational culture. Data from different entities within
the GVC have to be aggregated seamlessly so that data-driven GVCs are fully functional.
•

Leverage IoT

The smart factory applications and IoT sensor technologies that connect IT networking with operational
technology (OT) software and machines on the factory floor are also deployed in smart warehouses,
logistics, and sourcing. Aggregating real-time operational data into a shared data platform improves
end-to-end transparency, live metrics that support human and machine-based decision-making, and
operational efficiency. In addition to IoT sensors, visual, acoustic, and temperature monitoring tools can
generate unstructured and nontraditional data streams that, once digitized and analyzed, can help
maintenance teams identify anomalies and perform predictive maintenance.
•

Boost data capabilities at the edge

For technical resources such as production machines, the next step is to automatically process data from
the machines. An intelligent mix of locally processed data to optimize the process in real-time and data
provided to the cloud has to be defined. The velocity at which organizations can convert data into
insights and then into action across GVC is of great importance. Edge computing can move processing
and storage capacity closer to the source of data.83 In this distributed architecture model, data does not
have to go to the core or cloud for processing, analysis, and dissemination. For instance, digital data
generated at the point of manufacture or sale can be analyzed in real-time. The insights can be
disseminated directly to different pockets within the GVC that may not have analytical and computing
capabilities.
•

Benefit from the use of robots and cobots

Implementing autonomous robots can drive value by reducing direct and indirect operating costs and
increasing revenue potential. They can lower labor costs and increase productivity by working around
the clock. Cobots work alongside humans, augmenting their performance. Their movements are easily
programmable, enabling them to perform specific, limited tasks such as sorting packages. Due to their
advanced collision avoidance capabilities, cobots can move past each other, humans, or moving objects
in a warehouse or on a factory floor.
•

Create data sharing systems and data policies compliant with data protection regulations

Keeping data secured is about protecting know-how and business secrets, ensuring customers' trust,
and adhering to data protection regulation (and subsequently being allowed to transfer data across
borders).
•

Create smart factory strategies that would address issues of liability and cybersecurity

An autonomous system can make and execute many decisions without human intervention, shifting
decision-making responsibilities from human to machine in many cases, or concentrating decisions in
the hands of fewer individuals. Thus, manufacturers should have a policy for dealing with liability issues
related to the use of automated systems. Manufacturers should also make cybersecurity a priority in their
smart factory strategy from the onset.84

Edge computing is a distributed computing paradigm that brings computation and data storage closer to the location where it is needed to improve
response times and save bandwidth, Miller (2018) What is edge computing?.
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•

Mexican automotive and electronics manufacturers should join collaborative business
frameworks to exchange data from the design and manufacturing supply chain

For instance, Volkswagen and other automakers have formed the GIINA/PASRASC (Global Industry
Initiative New Automotive, Platform for Automotive Semiconductor Requirements Along the Supply
Chain) framework that enables working across business boundaries on common issues raised by digital
transformation and datafication of the respective industries.85
•

Develop digital and data skills

To utilize data provided by machines, employees need to attain new qualifications. They need to be able
to interpret the already available data and to make decisions based on data. Not all employees need to
be specialists in data analytics. A company should have experts who distribute their knowledge on data
analytics to decentralized teams for specific applications.

Final remarks and suggestions for future research
This report uses the GVC data framework to provide scoping review and analysis of Mexico's current
position and potential for using and harvesting GVC data in the automotive and electronics sectors. We
have assessed the opportunities, as well as some challenges, presented to firms in Mexico due to the
evolving data landscape in the automotive and electronic value chains. We have also indicated the kind
of efforts that must be made to reap the benefits of such global trends and the key issues regulators
must consider if they are willing to contribute to those efforts.
A key common feature across the different actors and entities involved, e.g., humans, machines,
business units, factories, consumers, and governments, is the exponential increase in the amount of data
that is generated, moved, and stored. In this first attempt to address these issues, we looked at the main
technological and market trends and how they were reshaping the factory floor, the division of labor
within firms, and the interrelation among firms on a global scale. And on the recommendations side, we
provided the key issues that policymakers will have to deal with. There are a few items in a research
agenda that would push further the ideas developed here.
First, we should design research based on actual statistics about the use of data in GVCs. So far, it
has been challenging to estimate, elsewhere in the world, and in Mexico, the amount of data effectively
transferred or stored at any given entity that’s participating in GVCs. Only a few very speculative data
points have been mentioned here and there when it comes to data in specific global value chains, and
we couldn’t find anything about Mexico in particular. However, access to this kind of data would be
important to the type of research we are undertaking here. It would allow us to analyze with greater
detail how data is being used in GVCs and determine whether data-intensive industries thrive in more
data-capable jurisdictions. Furthermore, one could attempt to disentangle partial and global effects and
perhaps dig deeper into what kind of regulation or what type of digital infrastructure could effectively
boost investment in data-intensive GVCs at a given location.
Secondly, we should also improve our understanding of data protection regulation worldwide to
complement the important steps Mexico has taken in this area. Although generic classifications
about the regulatory types have been put forth, and we use one in this report, international comparisons
are not sufficiently developed. A key reason for this is that the field is novel and existing and forthcoming
data regulations have yet to solidify our understanding of what works where.
Recently, the Chinese government has imposed restrictions on data-rich company offerings (removing
apps from app stores, among other things), and their ability to raise capital (especially abroad), and even
the type of business and organization in which they are incorporated (fintechs must turn into banks, forprofit organizations forced to go non-profit, for example). The move has been excruciating in terms of
the market value of listed companies, and with it, several of China’s ultra-rich lost billions. The reach,
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somewhat surprisingly, includes giants like Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., Tencent Holdings Ltd, and Didi
Global Inc. and aims to counter excessive market power and to promote a more horizontal growth
agenda. A new personal data law passed in June (it will be in effect September 1st, 2021) is thought to
contribute to the cause. The bill will restrict the collection of data and tighten rules on what
recommendations apps can make. It will also introduce additional restrictions on transfers (abroad) and
(local) storage of data. Ultimately, the law requires firms to share with the government the vast amounts
of data they collect86. In doing this, the Chinese authorities have emphasized the connection from data,
as a key “factor of production” and a force behind economic growth, to data as a factor for uneven
development based on monopolistic power. Ultimately, a lesson from this process is that regulatory
adjustment is not in itself without cost. Looking forward, however, it is not clear how this regulatory
innovation will pan out, although it constitutes a key point in the global regulation experience. If Chinese
firms became indeed “uninvestable”, integration with international financial markets that allowed foreign
investment in China to accelerate, could be lost, and with it, a reduction in the pace of innovation and
(digital) economic growth could materialize. However, if some of the proposals being implemented,
such as the data exchanges, get traction, despite de restrictive data transfer and storage rules (which
could end up less of a problem due to the huge size of the market), and more companies are allowed
to thrive in what would otherwise be very concentrated markets, China could be achieving more solid
grounds for more equitable long-term growth.
Thirdly, the question about the specific implementation of adequate data protection regulation
in Mexico persists. Recent experience suggests that, on the one hand, crafting regulation is a balancing
act between potentially conflicting objectives that include anti-trust issues, privacy, security, etc. On the
other hand, changing gears abruptly and imposing strict regulations in a loose environment can be
costly. Although it is difficult to foresee the impact of regulation on data, to design a detailed
implementation plan for a future proof data-enabling regulatory regime, one that respects privacy and
security, and is aligned with the key international requirements, seems to be a continuing task for
Mexico. It implies policy decisions as to which kind of outcomes are desired, but as importantly, how to
implement the necessary rules and regulations (i.e., a detailed blueprint) in a way such that the
ecosystem becomes stronger at each step.
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